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Summary 

In this report a new kind of computer hardware is discussed: the transputer. This 
transputer is very fast compared to more traditional types of hardware. Therefore it can 
UG VGLY US~IUI in running advanced control aigorit-hms. The controllers used nowadays 
are very complex and therefore use a lot of computing time. Although simulations have 
proved that a certain type of controller is very useful, it can often not be used because 
it needs too much computation time to be run in real time. An example of such an 
algorithm is the optimal filter. 

In this report we will look at the optimal filter as a representative of a complex 
control algorithm. After a discussion of the available hard- and software concerning 
transputers we will discuss the optimal filter, and what it takes to  implement it in real 
time. 

L- __^___ __-- L-i :- - 

july 1990, Ton Pasnagel. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

During many years the theory for control of mechanical manipulators has evaluated to 
more complex controllers. The controllers used today are able to control strongly 
non-iinear systems, based on information estimated by an estimation algorithm running 
on a computer. These control laws and estimators have one thing in common: they use 
a lot of computing power. Simulations can take hours of computing time to simulate a 
process during 10 seconds. The main purpose of this report is to find out if there are 
possibilities to use more advanced hardware to bring the calculation times down and to 
be able to use more advanced algorithms for real time control. 

For this purpose a new type of computer hardware is discussed: The Inmos transputer. 
In chapter 2 is explained how a transputer is built, and how it can be used. Nowadays 
IBM compatible PC’s are widely used for different purposes. In chapter 3 a plug-in 
board is discussed, which fits into such a PC, and on which transputers can be plugged. 

The transputers on this board can be programmed using special purpose software, 
which is described in chapter 4. To find out how to program a transputer network, and 
to see if they are really as fast as is stated in literature, some tests were done. These 
tests are described in chapter 5. A typical control application, which uses a lot of 
computing power is the optimal filter as described in chapter 6. Simulations have 
proved that a real-time implementation of this filter shows promising results. However, 
due to the amount of computations which have to  be performed it has not been possible 
to use it in real-time applications. In chapter 7 improvements to the optimal filter are 
discussed. With these improvements it will probably be possible to use the optimal 
filter in real time applications. 

Furthermore this report will show that parallel computers, and especially transputers, 
will prove to be very useful when advancing to more complex control and estimation 
algorithms: in real time control as well as in simulations. 
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Chapter 2 Transputers 

Chapter 2: Transputers 

2.1. Introduction 

The traditional computers are all Von Neumann computers. A Von Neumann 
computer is a sequential computer, which executes one instruction at a time. A 
program consists of a row of these instructions. The first computers using the Von 
Neumann design were single user computers, accepting one program at a time. Later 
computers were able to serve more users through time sharing. Each user was allowed 
to use a certain amount of CPU time. Nowadays computers are a lot cheaper, and every 
user can afford his own workstation. These workstations can be connected through a 
network creating a very powerful environment. 

The speed of a Von Neumann computer is restricted. When a computer can transfer 
its data and instruction with the speed of light we will have the fastest Von Neumann 
computer that can be built. To increase the speed further we will have to  use parallel 
techniques. 

2.2. Parallel Computers 

The first thing we can do to increase the speed of a Von Neumann computer is to 
delegate certain tasks like input/output (I/O) or calculations. An example of this 
technique is a numerical coprocessor, which can be plugged in every IBM compatible 
PC and then takes over all the floating point calculations so that the main processor 
can be busy doing something else. 

There are many different types of parallel computers. According to [v.d. Waard,1989] 
we can divide them into parallel computers with common facilities and parallel 
computers without common facilities. 

The parallel computers with common facilities can be split up further in: amongst 
others, Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and Multiple Instruction Multiple 
Data (MIMD) computers. A SIMD computer consists of one main processor which 
supplies the instructions and a number of calculation processors, performing ali the 
actual calculations. This type of computer is often called a vector-computer. 
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Chapter 2 Transputers 

The MIMD computer consists of a number of processors, which are able to execute 
their own instructions. Additionally there are processors performing common tasks like 
I/O. This kind of computer is often called a multiprocessor-computer. 

Ideally, if we use twice as much processors we will have an execution speed, which is 
LwLcIc a n  Lan1i. uccIaunt: WL LuiuiiiuiL td~sas w i w u  U ~ V G  LÛ be perfmmd, and because OÍ 

the time consumed by communications the speed-gain for a computer with N processors 
will be (according to [v.d. Waard,1989]): 

+...:"- _ _  Z.._+ D,..,,. ._"_ - Z + L  _,.---- ..-L --L:-L L---- I 

(22.1) 

Parallel computers without common facilities don't have the above restrictions. If 
there are no common facilities the speed gain will be N. In the "real world" we will 
have to use a processor which is able to do most of the work on its own, and will only 
transfer data through communicating at a high data speed. A transputer is an example 
of such a processor. 

2.3. Transputers 

In 1985 the english firm Inmos Ltd. introduced a new kind of microprocessor: the 
transputer. This processor is based on the principles of communicating sequential 
processes [Hoare, 19851. When it became clear that transputers were very often used for 
floating-point calculations Inmos introduced the T800, a transputer with a built-in 
floating point coprocessor. 

A transputer is a 32 bit microprocessor with an instructionset of only 16 primary 
instructions. Because of this reduced instructionset it is able to handle most 
instructions in only one clockcycle. 

The main advantage of a transputer is its ability to work in parallel with other 
transputers. For this purpose a transputer contains four bi-directional high-speed serial 
communication channels supported by internal Direct Memory Access (DMA). These 
channels use a communication rate of up to 20 Mbits per second. Fig. 2.3.1 shows a 
block diagram of the T800 transputer. 
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Chapter 2 Transputers 

point 

system main 
services processor 

I H c o m m  O 1 

memory 

in terface r l  
jig. 2.3.1 

Block diagram of the T8Oû transputer 

As shown in fig. 2.3.1 the transputer has some on-chip RAM. For a T800 this i s  about 
4 Kbytes, which is sufficient for running small programs. Furthermore we see that a 
transputer has four blocks for communicating. These blocks are able to run in parallel 
with the main processor and with the floating point processor, so the transputer can 
process an instruction and communicate through its links at the same time. The 
interface block in fig. 2.3.1 is mostly used to access additional memory. 

Transputer hardware is able to support efficiently large amounts of processes running 
in parallel, automatically synchronizing communications and switching processes. 

To be able to run parallel programs even if there is only one processor available a 
transputer has a built-in scheduler which gives all processes which are ready to run a 
certain amount of processing time. Tasks can have two priorities: high and low. If the 
priority is high a task is run until it is finished; if the priority is low a task is run for a 
certain amount of time and if it’s not finished it will be placed in a queue. The next 
task in this queue is then started 
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Chapter 3 Used hardware 

Chapter 3 : Used hardware 

3.1. Introduction 

In  this chapter the hardware is discussed, which can be bought from the manufacturer 
of transputers: INMOS Ltd. Amongst others Inmos sells hardware, which can be 
plugged into an IBM PC-XT or PC-AT, using one of the PC's expansion slots. This 
board is called the BO08 TRAM motherboard. 

3.2. The BOOS motherboard 

As stated before, the BO08 motherboard is a plug-in board, which fits into one of the 
PCys expansion slots. This board has room for up to ten TRAnsputer Modules 
(TRAMS), which are connected, such that link 2 of TRAM number N is connected to 
link 1 of TRAM number N+1, thus forming a processor pipeline. The link entering the 
first TRAM in the pipeline (link 1 of TRAM O) is called pipehead. The link leaving the 
last TRAM (link 2 of TRAM 9) is called pipetail. 

Pipehead is connected through some hardware to the IBM PC bus. Pipetail is 
connected to a connector on the back of the motherboard, and can be connected to 
another motherboard, thus expanding the chain. 

Links O and 3 of TRAM 1 to 9, and link 3 of TRAM O are connected to the so called 
IMS CO04 link switch. This link switch can be programmed to make connections 
between the links connected to it. In this way we can ffsoftwire" the transputer network 
to create an own configuration. In fig. 3.2.1 we see a (simplified) block diagram of the 
BO08 motherboard. 
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Chapter 3 Used hardware 

IMS CO04 Link Switch 

T212 
I 
I 

fig. 3.2.1 
simplified block diagram of the  BO08 motherboard 

3.3. TRAMs 

On the BO08 board there is room for up to ten TRAMs. A TRAM is a small PCB, on 
which a transputer with its own memory and other peripherals is mounted. These 
TRAMs are plugged onto the motherboard by means of two eight-pin connectors. The 
serial links of the transputer, through which it communicates with the outside-world, 
are connected directly to these connectors. 

There are mmy different TRAMS avzi.!sble h r n  INMOS for MÍerent purposes, each 
containing different RAM sizes or some specid piiryose hardware. W e  hsve bought the 
BO08 motherboard and one TRAM with a 25 MHz T800 transputer and 2 megabytes of 
memory. This memory is used for software development. Later we bought a second 
TRAM with another T800 and 128 kilobytes of memory. 
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Chapter 3 Used hardware 

3.4. Accessing the BO08 motherboard 

As stated above, the motherboard is plugged into an expansion slot of an IBM type 
AT computer. The board can be accessed in different ways. 

i ne  simpiesi method is though polling. Poiiing is communicating with the board 
through a piece of hardware, called the IMS CO12 link adapter. This adapter can be 
programmed to transfer data from the BO08 motherboard to the host PC bus and vice 
versa. The user can read registers in the C012, indicating if data is ready to be 
transferred. For earlier INMOS motherboards this method was the only method of 
communicating with the motherboard. 

A second method of data transfer is through Direct Memory Access (DMA). On the 
BO08 motherboard a DMA interface has been incorporated, giving much higher data 
rates. In order to use the DMA mechanism of data transfer, the user has to  understand 
the operation of the DMA controller chip in the IBM PC. 

rnl 

It is sometimes undesirable to tie up the CPU OB the IBM PC by continuously looking 
if the transputerboard is ready to communicate. It may be useful to let the CPU of the 
PC do some work of its own, while the transputers are running code. For example, the 
PC can be measuring, or sending control data to servo motors of a robot, while the 
transputer network is calculating the next control step. To be able to detect if the 
transputers are ready calculating, the CO12 can generate an interrupt on the PC, which 
causes the PC to take some action, programmed by the user 

3.5. Booting the transputer network 

As stated above, the BO08 motherboard is hardwired creating a transputer pipeline. If 
the user needs additional connections between the transputer links, he can program the 
CO04 link switch. INMOS provides special software to simplify this task. 

r- nrogrzm. AU access to the transpters OE the transpuferboard is done Shrmgh TEAM 
O. When starting a program, all transputers are reset first through the pipeline. Then 
bootstrap code is loaded on each transputer. Bootstrap code is a transputer program, 
also loaded through the pipeline, which initializes the transputer after it has been reset, 
and then loads a program for execution. 

After eûnfigiring the tïaiiapUterbûaïd it has to be piog‘a””ed iû run a certain 
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Chapter 4: Used software 

4.1. Introduction 

Transputers are designed for the language Occam. This is a special-purpose language 
for parallel processing, based on [Hoare 19851. In literature about transputers Occam is 
always used to explain certain topics. However, Occam has one big disadvantage for use 
in a technical application: As most technical applications are written in the computer 
language Fortran or C, they will have to be rewritten. This is the main reason why we 
decided to use a C-compiles on the transputers. There is only one compiler available: 
the 3L parallel C compiler. In the rest of this chapter we will explain how to use this 
C-compiler for parallel applications. 

4.2. Parallel C 

Because C is a computer language with a very standard syntax for different compilers, 
it is fairly easy to translate existing programs to parallel C. In fact, parallel C is a 
compiler using the original Kerningham & Ftitchie standard [Kerningham & Ftitchie, 
19781. Most compilers nowadays use the proposed ANSI standard, which allows some 
kind of parameter checking, called prototyping. 

On a transputer an application is a collection of one or more concurrently running 
processes. These processes communicate through logical channels. In parallel C there 
are two types of processes: tasks and threads. In the next paragraphs these two types 
are discussed. 

4.3. Tasks 

In parallel C an application program is viewed as a collection of one or more 
concurrently running tasks. Each task has its own portion of memory for code and data. 
These tasks may be connected to logical channels, through which they can communicate 
with each other. Parallel C supplies special C-functions for this purpose. 
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Chapter -4 Used software 

In parallel C all tasks are concentrated in separate source files, which are compiled 
separately. In a configuration file the user can specify which task has to be run on 
which processor. Each processor can run several tasks, and these tasks will then be 
scheduled automatically. If tasks are concentrated on one processor, they can 
communicate through as many channeis as necessary. If these tasks are iocated on 
different processors, the communication channels must be planned on existing links, so 
the number of inter-processor communication channels is restricted to the number of 
available links between these processors. 

4.4. Threads 

Above we have sketched how to create an application consisting of several tasks. This 
is a static process. To dynamically create parallel running processes we can use threads. 

A thread is a process running in parallel with its creator and other threads in the same 
task. Each thread has its own stack, but shares its code, static data and heap storage 
with other threads in the same task. Threads can communicate either by using shared 
data, or by using channels. 

Because the threads are concentrated in one task, they are always run on one 
processor and therefore will be scheduled. A possible usage for threads is in a task which 
has to wait for a message on one of several input channels. These inputs cannot be done 
sequentially, because we don’t know which channel will be the first. 

For creating and killing threads parallel C supplies dedicated C-functions. 

4.5. Semaphores 

When using threads we get one major problem: The threads should not be able to 
access a shared variable when another thread is currently doing so. Let’s look at an 
maK1ple: 
S u p p m  w e  have a task -iVkCh has to add v tQ a .ariab!e x aad theu show the ydüe of 

x. Suppose also that we want to do this by splitting this task into three threads: 
0 xplusl, which increases the shared variable x by one 
o xplus2, which increases x by two 
0 showx, which prints x to the screen. 
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Chapter 4 Used software 

Our main task sets x to 10 and then starts the three threads. If we look closely at this 
implementation we see that it’s not sure what the output will be. It can be 10,11,12 or 
13, depending on when showx executes. We aimed to run showx after xplusl and xplus2 
are already finished, but this does not have to be true. 

i ne  second problem is the imp!eïì~entatiûu af xplns3. Tbis precess is im=lernented as 

x=x+2. This is not an indivisible process. While this process is executing another 
process can access the, not up to date, variable x. 

To prevent the above problems we have to mutually exclude the access to the variable 
x for each thread. A possible way to do this is through Dijkstra’s semaphores [Dijkstra, 
19’711. 

A semaphore is a datastructure which contains a (non-negative) counter. On a 
semaphore two operations are defined: 

- The p operation, which attempts to decrease the counter by one. If the 
counter is zero, the p-operation can’t be completed, and the process which 
issued the p-operation cannot continue. This process is placed in a wait-queue 
associated with the semaphore, and it is only able to finish its p-operation 
after another process has increased the semaphore counter. The p-operation is 
also known as the wait-operation. 

- The v operation, which increases the counter by one. This operation is used 
when a process leaves its critical section, thus allowing other processes to 
continue. This operation is also known as the signal operation. 

A semaphore is initialized using a function inisema(val) setting the counter to a 
certain value. To solve the problem of the above example we need two semaphores; let’s 
call them MutExSem and ShowSem. x gets initialized to 10, ShowSem to O and 
MutExSem to 1. The functions xplusl and xplus2 first perform a p-operation on 
MutExSem, then increase x, perform a v-operation on ShowSem and a v-operation on 
MutExSem. The showx function first performs two p-operations on ShowSem, before 
printing out the value of x. Now the program will produce the expected result of 13. 

-3 
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Chapter 4 Used software 

I/O (input/output) is performed through DOS functions on the host PC. On this host 
PC runs a server program, which "talks" to a server program on the root transputer. 
(Tiie root transputer is the f i r s t  t ï a ì q x t e r  GZ the tralisputer beard, gdugged into slot 

There is only one task which is allowed to use these services, so there is only one task 
which can do screen 1/0 or disk access. Because of this debugging a program becomes a 
nasty business. If we use threads in this task, these threads can all do I/O, providing 
that they use a semaphore to make sure that the I/O tasks don't overlap. With parallel 
C special functions for performing I/O in multiple threads are supplied, which use their 
own private semaphore, so the user has no business worrying about this. 

Because the server program uses DOS functions to perform I/O, all 1/0 functions are 
very slow. It is not recommended to let many threads perform 1/0 in parallel, because 
this will keep the processor running I/O tasks, and other threads won't do their work. 

0). 

4.7. The conñguration language 

When an application for a transputer network consists of more than one task, these 
tasks can communicate through channels. These tasks can be distributed on more than 
one processor. To specify how to configure a network of tasks INMOS supplies a special 
configuration program. With this configurer all separately compiled tasks are linked 
into one executable file, in which bootstrap information for each processor is included. 

The configurer takes as input a user-written configuration file, which describes the 
system to be built. The file lists all the physical processors available in the system, the 
wires connecting them (including the "softwires", made with the link switch), the tasks 
to be loaded on the processors and their logical interconnections. Furthermore the user 
has to reserve an amount of memory for each of the tasks. Estimating the amount of 
ïììeiiiûry I;eGzd is not so easy. 

Another configuration program is supplied to program the CO04 link switch. As stated 
in chapter 3, link O and 3 of each transputer are connected to the C004, which can be 
programmed to make connections between processors. 
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Chapter 4 Used software 

A third configuration program is supplied, which is able to dynamically create a 
so-called processor farm. With this configurer the user can build an application, which 
uses all the available transputers. If a new processor is added, the application will use it 
without recompiling the program. This configurer is called the floodfill configurer. 

4.8. Processor fkrms 

In a processor farm we have an application coded as one master task and a number of 
worker tasks. The master task breaks a job into small pieces, called worker packets. 
These worker packets are sent to the worker tasks, which process these packets. Upon 
completion the worker tasks send the results back to the master task. 

With the floodfill configurer worker tasks are automatically spread across an arbitrary 
network of transputers. All the worker tasks must run the same code. Processor farms 
are used in applications which have to do the same calculations a great number of time, 
with different input data like ray-tracing, Mandelbrot sets or Monte Carlo integration). 
The floodfill configurer has one disadvantage: It gives each processor only one worker. 
When this worker is doing its communications this processor isn’t calculating, and for 
small calculations this is pretty inefficient. A possible solution to this problem is coding 
the worker processes with a number of threads. This method has the disadvantage that 
it is a static process. 
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Chapter 5 First tests 

Chapter 5: First tests 

5.1. Introduction 

In this chapter the first tests of running software on a transputer are ciiscussed. ?‘nese 
tests are a l l  performed on one 25 Mhz T800 transputer. The same C source file is, where 
possible, compiled on a PC using Borland’s Turbo C. The times measured here are for a 
16 MHz 80386SX / 80387SX PC. 

5.2. The Manddbrot set 

The Mandelbrot set M is a set of complex numbers for which: 

(5.2.1) 

where: 

(5.2.2) 
n 

(5.2.3) M ~ ( c )  = O 

It can be shown that if there is an n for which: 

(5 .24)  I Mn(c) I > 2 then: c ji N. 

If we count the number of times that (5.2.2) is called to determine that c is not in the 
set, and we let a screen color represent this number of times, we can make a plot of the 
resuits in the C O I L I ~ ~ Ä  plane. If (5.2.2) is cdled fcx u. cerJGin maximwn cumber e€ 

times, w e  say that it is in the set and give it a color representing this. The described 
plots are quite impressive. 

To plot a picture of the Mandelbrot set requires that we perform the above calculation 
for every pixel on the screen. Because the calculation is independent for each pixel we 
can perform it for many pixels in parallel. 
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Chapter 5 First tests 

If we calculate the "standard" Mandelbrot set (from -2.5-1.5J to 1.5+1.5j with a 
maximum of 50 iterations) for 640x480 points calculation times as in table 5.1 can be 
measured: 

Processor Time 
~ 

Table 5.2.1 
Calculation times for the Mandelbrot set 

When we take the code, written on the 80386 and compile it on the transputer, 
without a change, we get the time mentioned at "T800, sequential". If we now 
implement it as a farm, as described ia chapter 4, we measure the other two times. In 
t h i s  farm each worker computes a single point. The difference between 1 and 8 workers 
is small, because of the fact that all the workers have to run on the same processor. The 
difference between the sequential code and the farm with 1 worker is because both the 
controller and the worker process have to share the same processor, and the 
communication between these tasks takes the extra time. 

5.3. Integrating 

For an application, which looks a bit more like the kind of applications, normally used 
in control, let's look at the differential equation : 

(5.3. i) y = sin(10ût) ; y(O)=û 
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Chapter 5 Farst tests 

Method 80386SX T800 Steps 

Euler 

7 8 I 4ûYû I 

Table 5.3.1 
Calculation tames fo r  integrating sin( 1 Oot) 

2 . .  1 RK4 1 6  S I 

For an explanation of the integration methods, see appendix B. 
Here the time differences between the 80386SX/80387SX combination and the 

transputer aren't as large as in the Mandelbrot set. The reason for this is the fact that a 
80387 has hardware code for calculating a sine. If we compare the execution time for 
calculating a sine 106 times we get 75 seconds for the PC and 60 seconds for the 
transputer. Calculating the polynomial 

( 5.3.2) y=tz-0.l*t3 

106 times gives execution times of 54 seconds for the PC, and 9 seconds for the 
transput er. 
If we integrate the function 

( 5.3.3) y = t - s  t 3  fm-- t 5  t 7  

5040 

with O 5 t 5 100 and a stepsize of 10-3 we get execution times of 29 seconds for the PC, 
compared to 10 seconds for the transputer. 
In these tests we see that, compared to the 80386SX/80387SX combination, a 
transputer is very fast in "ordinary" calculations like adding and multiplying. When it 
comes to trigonometric functions the transputer is only less than twice as fast as the 
PC. 
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Used memory 

Reference program 69640 

Reference program + empty worker 73736 

73736 Reference program + sending worker 

Chapter 5 

Addit ional* 

O 

4096 

O 

First tests 

Reference program + mathematic worker 

As stated in chapter 4, the user has to  estimate the memory requirements for a task, 
in order to  inform the configurer about it. Therefore some tests have been done to  check 
the memory requirements of a task. Fiïst a, p r o g r a ~  w2s created, b i ~ g  mthing but 
counting the available memory. This program is used to test all other memory 

86024 12288 

requirements. The following table has been measured: 

*: The difference compared to the previous test, so the di€ference due t o  the last change. 

table 5.4.1 
Memory requirements 

In table 5.4.1 we see that using an additional worker takes 4096 bytes, whether we 
send information to it or not. If we let the worker calculate a function from the 
mathematical library, this takes another 12288 bytes. This is because the linker, 
supplied with the parallel C compiler doesn't just pick the functions really used out of a 
library, but just links the whole library. This isn't very smart. Most modern 
C-compilers use a smart linker to  pick only the functions needed out of a library. We 
also see that the main library, needed to do some 1/0 is rather big. 

5.5. Using two transputers 

At the end of this project we received a second transputer. We did a few tests to see 
the improvement of using this second transputer. Therefore the Mandelbrot set is now 
calculated on two transputers. The main transputer contains the main-task (which 
divides the work to be done in a few worker packets, and spreads these packets across 
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Workers on main 

2 

O 

O 

1 

First tests 

Workers on worker Time 

O 83 s 

I 60 s 

2 54 s 

1 51 s 

the worker processes) and a few worker-tasks. The worker transputer contains only 
workers. The transputer network is programmed such that there are two links available 
between the main processor and the worker processor. This means that there is a 
maximum of two worker tasks which can be run on the worker processor and 
communicate independently with t3.e rmiz task. 
If we measure the calculation times for the standard Mandelbrot set we can get the 

following table: 

2 2 1 5 0 s  

Table 5.5.1 
Calculation times for the Mandelbrot set using two transputers 

In table 5.5.1 we see that if we use two workers on two processors it will bring the 
calculation time to about 61 percent, compared to using one processor. This is not 50 
percent, because time gets lost by communication between the two processors. If the 
worker tasks are running on the same processor as the main task communication is done 
by transferring data through memory. If the worker task i s  running on a separate 
transputer communication is done through the serial transputer links, which is a bit 
slower. We see that there is some time lost by communicating, because by using two 
workers on each processor we can bring the execution time a bit further down. The 
difference in execution time between running two workers on the worker processor and 
running two workers on the main processor is because on the main processor is running 
a process which communicates with all the workers and collects all the calculation 
results. This process consumes some computing time as weli. 
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Chapter 6: The optimal filter 

6.1. Introduction 

For many control purposes the state of a system has to De known. This report deds 
with mechanical manipulators. The state of such a system normally contains (amongst 
others) information about the displacements and velocities of the manipulator joints. 
Not all state values are measured directly, and therefore have to be determined 
numerically. Our knowledge of the manipulator will generally be in the form of a 
mathematic model, describing the dynamic behaviour of the manipulator. In such a 
model a number of parameters plays a role. If we don% know the exact value of these 
parameters, they also have to be determined numerically. 

Assumptions with respect to measurement of certain values result in a measurement 
model. Together with the equations of motion they form the model, used in the filter. 
In this chapter a filter is discussed, which is optimal in a least squares sense. For a 
more complete description of the optimal filter, refer to [vd. Molengraft, 19891. 

6.2. Themodd 

As described above we generally have some knowledge about the manipulator. This 
results in the following, generally non-linear, manipulator model: 

(6.2.1 a) 

(6.2.1 c) + = a  

a = h(s,v,û,t) + H(s,v,B,t)f 
(6.2.1 b) i = V  

(6.2.1 d) 6 = 0  

Where 8: n column with degrees of freedom 
v: n column with first derivates of s with respect to the time 
a: n column with first derivates of v with respect to the time 
f m column with external loads 
0: p column with unknown model parameters 
h: n column containing non-linear terms like Coriolis and centrifugal forces 
H: nxm matrix 
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Knowledge of the quantities to be measured results in the measurement model: 

(6.2.2) z = g(s,v,e) + G(s,v$)a + R(s,v,e)f 

___. Where z: i column with the measüïed ï ~ û d e l  u~r,riab!e~ 

g: lcolumn 
G: Ixn matrix 
R: Ixmmatrix 

6.3. Augmented state space description 

Combining equation 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 and defining the augmented state x and the 
augmented input u as: 

(6.3. i) 
S 

x = i;] and u = [I 
results in the model equations: 
(From now on we won't write the explicit dependencies of the time t )  

(6.3.2) 

(6.3.3) 

O I O  
X = A X + B U ; A =  

H(x) 

R(x) G(x) 
EZ = f(x) + F(x)u; E = [I] ; f(x) = ; F(x) = [ 

-I ] 
Equation 6.3.2 contains the trivial part of the model, while 6.3.3 contains a 
combination of the manipulator model and the measurement model. 

6.4. Estimation 

Now we want to estimate the augmented state vector x using measurement data, e.g. 
we want to fit our model on the "real" manipulator. Generally it isn't possible to fit the 
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model exactly on the measurement data, because of model errors. The optimal filter 
design has to make sure to keep model errors as small as possible. 
The estimates are defined as: 

The measured data is called Zm. Substituting 6.4.1 in 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 yields: 

g = AX+ Bû + t 

EZ, = f(X) + F(X)Û + C 

As mentioned before, it’s generally not possible to estimate 2 and U such that the 
residuals < and 6 equal zero. The problem of finding the optimal estimates can 
mathematically be described as a least-squares problem: Find ( and C, such that the 
functional 

(6-4-4) 

is minimized under the constraints 

(6.4.5) i ( 7 )  = AX(7) + BU(7) + ( ( 7 )  

The weighting matrices V and -W are positive definite and ciiagond. ’v‘ expresses the 
confidence in the model equations and the measurements, while W expresses confidence 
in the trivial equations and parameters to be estimated. & O  expresses our knowledge of 
the initial state 00. 
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Minimizing equation 6.4.4 results in a set of differential equations which takes a lot of 
computational effort. For on-line estimation we will linearise the estimator around 
Perturbed estimates Xp and Up to bring this computational effort down: 

(6.4.8) 

Where: 

ESz, = CSX + DSU + (; 

(6.4- 9) 

(6.4.1 O) 

Ezmp = f(Xp) + F(Xp)Up 

A A  Sx=xp-x ;  SU = Up - u; 

Where 
U. 
Now we have to  minimize the functional: 

means perturbed. The values X, and Up should be close to the estimates X and 

t 

(6.4.1 1) 
J 
tn 

After some arithmetic follows: 

(6.4.12) 

(64.15') 

6% = ASX + BSU + QCTV(ESZm - CSX - DSU); %(to) = 600 

T -1 T 6Û=(D VD) D V(ESz,-CSX) 
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Where Q is the solution of the matrix Riccati equation: 

Q = Q[A -B(D~VD) -1 (D T vc)lT + 
-1 T 

(6.4- 14) 
[A - B(DTVD) (D VC)]Q + 

In appendix A a simulation using the optimal filter i s  discussed. In the next chapter 
the implement ation with probable improvements will be discussed. 
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Chapter 7: Real time estimation 

7.1. Introduction 

Simulations have proved that the optimal Eiter, as described in chapter 6, gives 
promising results. The big disadvantage of the optimal filter however, is the computing 
power it needs. In appendix A we see a simulation result with the optimal filter. 
Looking at the calculation times needed to simulate this system while estimating its 
state, gives hope that the optimal filter could be implemented for real time estimation. 

In this chapter different methods are discussed, trying to realize this purpose. 

7.2. Rewriting the equations 

In the current implementation the user has to provide the system model in the form of 
equations 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Both the column f and the matrix F out of equation 6.3.3 
have to be determined numerically. Then the matrix C is calculated as described in 
equation 6.4.9 by differentiating numerically. So there are a lot of equations, which 
have to be evaluated at every timestep. 
If for example the user would be able to provide the algebraïc equations for the 

columns -up and - in stead of determining them numerically, this could bring the 

calculation time down, and the calculations would also be more accurate and 
numerically more stable. 

Also the Füccati differential equation (6.4.14) gets evaluated at every timestep. For a 
certain system almost all the matrices of this equation are known, so a lot of the 
calculations won’t have to be done if all the matrix multiplications are evaluated 
algebraïcally by the programmer. This can also be done by formula manipulation 
software. The results of these manipulations are implemented in the optimal filter. The 
current implementation is a general one, which can be used for all kinds of systems. To 
speed it up it has to beeûme a mme de&côtud implementation, suited only for the 
particular class of systems it is implemented for. The code needed to implement in the 
optimal filter can be produced by a formula manipulation program. 

JF ar 
a2 ax 
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If it is implemented properly, the user has to  provide expressions for, for example, the 
kinetic and potential energy and the external forces of a system. The formula 
manipulator then provides the necessary equations. 

7.3. Using different integration methods 

In the current implementation the Euler integration method is used to integrate the 
differential equations. This is done because the system is linearized at every timestep 
around the perturbed estimates Xp and Up, as stated in chapter 6. 

In the current implementation the estimates X and U, calculated at a previous 
timestep are used for these perturbed columns. If we would use a variable step RKF 
method for integrating the differential equations, the system will get linearized around 
one of the function evaluations, used intermediate for calculating the solution. If we 
want to  use other integration methods methods we will first have to find another 
method to calculate the perturbed estimates X, and Up. Another possibility is using 
fixed step Runge Kutta methods. Compared to the Euler method this will be more 
accurate. Far more important is the fact that Runge Kutta  methods are numerically 
more stable. 

7.4. Using a discrete implementation of the optimal ñlter 

In the current implementation of the optimal filter a continuous formulation is used. 
If we want to  use it for real-time control we get the problem that measurement data 
will only be available at certain time points. Because of this we won’t be able to  use the 
variable stepsize integration methods. If we use fixed stepsize algorithms, we have to 
make the stepsize equal to  the time between two measurements, because in the current 
implementation of the optimal filter i t  is assumed that there is measurement data 
available ai every cdcidation t imepiut.  What we CLLI? do to  a ~ ~ i d  problems is making a 
&mete formdatiori of the optimal &filter. 

Another method is to  assume that all the measurement data is constant until the next 
measurement timepoint. Then we can still use the continuous formulation of the 
optimal filter. 
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Chapter 7 Real time estimation 

The current implementation of the optimal filter is a sequential one. Using 
transputers, this means that only one transputer is used. If we rewrite the optimal filter 
in a paráliei - form it wiii use aii the av&lab!e trauspnters, a d  f h c ~  will hp more 
efficient, and probably also be a lot faster. Rewriting the optimal filter in a parallel 
form can be done in two ways : low-level parallelism and high level parallelism. 

Low-level parallelism is the parallelism that is discussed most in the literature. This 
form of parallelism means that we try to rewrite every function so that it can run in 
parallel. For example a matrix-multiplication may be rewritten in such way that every 
element of the resulting matrix is calculated in parallel with other elements. Another 
example is rewriting the integration methods in a parallel form, so that all differential 
equations are evaluated in parallel. These algorithms can be found in literature. 

The advantage of this low-level parallelism is the fact that all transputers will be 
occupied during the whole calculation time. In our applications we have a set of 
differentid equations in which a few simple ones can be found (like x=v). These simple 
equations can aJl be evaluated on one processor, while the other processors take care of 
the more complicated equations. Then this method can be very efficient. 
If the amount of work of a small task becomes very little, the transputer will need 

more time communicating than calculating, and it can become pretty inefficient. 
In our applications it will be quite common to spread a number of state values across 

a transputer network. If we spread 10 states across 4 transputers the communications 
will take about 15 ps. Therefore if a sample rate of 65000 Hz is used there will be no 
time left for calculating. 

High-level parallelism means that the calculation is split into a number of large 
blocks, which can be calculated rather independently, and calculate these blocks in 
parallel tasks. If these tasks are independent there will be no need to communicate 
between these tasks. This means that the processors can use their time calculating. The 
disadvantage of this method is the het  that if the tasks don’t  eed the same amount of 
cdcidâ,tion time, there will he processors doing nothing, while other processors are still 
busy. If the time-differences are big this will not be very efficient. To make it more 
efficient we cm let a processor calculate several smaller tasks, while another processor 
is doing one larger task. 
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Simulating the kind of applications used normally in control means simulating 
different blocks like a controller, a filter and measurement equipment. These blocks are 
rather independent; they only use each others output as input. Because of this it looks 
promising to use high-level parallelism to speed up the calculations. 

Because the optimai Siter uses luis of c d e d ~ t i o n s  we c22 dso cfit the cdcdation- 
work done here into parts. If we look more closely at the optimal filter we see that it 
basically calculates two things: The estimated augmented state (by integrating 
equation 6.4.12) and the solution of the Riccati equation 6.4.14. Therefore it looks 
promising to calculate these two parts in parallel. If it turns out that one of these 
blocks uses much more calculation time than the other block, we can parallelize it 
further by separating the calculation of different terms out of 6.4.12 or 6.4.14. 

7.6. Measuring 

TQ run the optimd filter on the BO08 transputerboard we have to be able to transfer 
measurement data to this board. As discussed in chapter 3 this can be done through 
DMA. To measure signals we have to plug a A/D conversion board into the PC. These 
boards are commercially available, and they can transfer analog measurement data into 
number, understood by a computer. Such a board generally also works through DMA. If 
the board has measured data it can generate an interrupt, on which the PC reacts by 
transferring the measurement data from the A/D board to the transputerboard. 

The transputerboard then calculates the necessary control signals, and when it is 
ready it can generate another interrupt on the PC. The PC reacts on this interrupt by 
transferring the control data from the transputerboard to a D/A conversion board, 
which translates the digital control data into analog signals. These signals are for 
example sent to the actuators of a robot. 
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Appendix A : A simulation result 

A.1. Introduction 

In this appendix a simulation is discussed estimating the following simple one DOF 
system: 

f i g .  A1.1  
A simple mass-spring-damper system 

The equation of motion is: 

(Al. i) my + by + ky = F(t) 

We want to estimate the mass of this system. The measured data comes from a 
simulation of the same kind of system, where the actual mass is used. 
With the augmented state vector 
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the model equations are: 

(A1.Sa) X I  = x2 
F(t) - bxa - kxl 

x3 
(Aí.Sb) X 2  = 

We measure the position of the mass, its accelerations and the system input F(t), so the 
measurement equations are: 

The mass of the "real" system is 4 kg, while the zero-estimation &(to)= 3 kg. All the 
other initial conditions are chosen zero. The input signal F(t) is an ordinary sine. 

A2. Simulation results 

With weighting matrices V = [ 9;: o o !]; o w = [O; og ,  li-5] 
we get a mass-estimation and errorsignals like fig. A2.1: 

4 

t , I I I 
3cz 2 4 6 8 10 

--> t [SI 

I I I I 

2 4 6 8 10 
-20% 

--> t [SI 

fig. A 2 1  
Estimate for the mass and errorsignals of the estimated state 
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f 
, I , I I 

O 2 4 6 8 10 -5 ' f 

--> t [SI --> t [SI 

fig. A 2 2  
The influence of weighting factors 

When we introduce some model errors to the filter model (here: the stiffness factor is 
1.9 N/m in stead of 2 N/m and the damping factor is 2.9 Ns/m in stead of 3 Ns/m). We 

10-20 o o 

o O 0 1  
have to change the weighting matrices a little: V = 

With these weighing matrices we express that we have little confidence in the model. 
Now we get a mass estimation and error signals like fig. A2.3: 

f 

--> t [SI --> t [SI 

jig. A 2 3  
Mass estimation and error signals with model errors 
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Number o f  steps 

1000 * 
1000 

5000 

Now we see that the estimated mass doesn’t match the mass of the real system any 
longer. This estimation keeps the errorsignals as small as possible, and if we just want 
to reconstruct the state of the system there is no reason to reject this estimation. If the 
optimal filter is used to estimate the mass of the system we got a problem here. 

Simulated time Calculation time 

10 s 25 s 

10 s 10 s 

50 s 45 s 

A3. Calculation times 

All the simulations discussed above are carried out with a demanded timestep of 0.01 
second, using Euler integration. (See appendix B for an explanation of integration 
methods). All the simulations took the same amount of calculation time. When we take 
the first simulation discussed in this appendix, and integrate on different time-scales we 
can measure calculation times like in table A3.1: 

This table shows that one transputer is able to simulate a system with optimal filter in 
about the timerange of the simulation, so it can be done real-time for this simple 
system. The calculation times in table A3.1 include the time needed simulating the 
actual system as well. In a real time application this won’t be necessary, but then we 
will need some time to do measurements. 

More c~impkx systems will need IT,GI~ c e m p t a t k ~  time, and can’t he estimated in 
red-tizie using the cqtimd filter on one transputer. 
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Apendix B: The Runge Kutta Fehlberg integration methods 

B.1. Differential equations; Eder integration 

Problems involving ordinary differentid equations can always De reduced io a sei ûf 
first order differential equations. For example the second order equation 

(Bi. i )  my + by + ky = f(t) 

can be rewritten as two first order equations: 

(Bi 2) j = X  

f[t) - by - ky x =  m (Bi.  3) 

or, written in a more general form: 

The original problem of integrating a higher order differential equation is thus reduced 
to integrating a set of coupled first order differential equations. For this problem there 
are all kinds of integration methods known. 

Apart from the set of differential equations we need a set of boundary conditions. Here 
we will only look at initial value problems, where every yi is known at the same 
starting value t = to. 

Every integration algorithm for this class of problems is based on the Eder  method, 
where the solution yn+i is calculated as: 

Here the solution yn = y(t=tn) is advanced to yn+i = y(t=tn+h). For this solution we 

only look at the derivate at the start of the interval tn..tn+l, and the error for this 

method is of order h2. 
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Therefore we need to use a small stepsize (and thus much computational effort) to get 
enough accuracy. Also the Eder  method isn't very stable. In the next paragraph we will 
look at a fancier method. 

B.2. The Rnnge Kutta Fehlberg methods. 

The Runge Kutta Fehlberg (RKF) methods calculate the solution of equation B1.4 by 
combining several different Euler-like steps in a Taylor series, and thus reducing the 
error to a higher order of h. Furthermore these methods are able to estimate their own 
errors, and they can increase or reduce their own stepsize based on this information. We 
will first discuss the second order RKF method. 

BZa The second order RKF method 
The second order RKF method uses a third order calculation to estimate the error 

made when calculating a new value. For advancing from t=tn to t=t,+h it first 
calculates the slope at three points: 

(BZ. i) 

(BZ. 2) 

(B.2.3) 

The allowable error at this point is defined as: 

(B.2.4) 7 mu(EIynI 'e )  

( E  is the user-demanded accuracy, lal means the maximum absolute value in the 
column a). 
The cnrrent error is calcglated as: 

(BZ. 5) 
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If the current error S is bigger than the allowable error T this step is refused. The 
stepsize h is divided by 2, and the method tries again. If the step is accepted the final 
yn becomes: 

B2b The fourth order RKF method 
The fourth order RKF method uses a fifth order calculation to estimate the error 

made when calculating a new value. For advancing from t=tn to t=tn+h it first 
calculates the slope at six points: 

(BZ. 8) 

(BZ. 9) 

(B2.1 U) 

(B2.1 i )  

(BZ. 12) 

(BZ.13) 

The dowable error at this point is again defined as: 

( E  i s  the user-demanded accuracy, lal means the maximum absoiute vaiue in the 

The current error is calculated as: 
c û h m  8). 
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Euler 
RKF2 

If the current error 6 is bigger than the allowable error T this step is refused. The 
stepsize h is divided by 2, and the method tries again. If the step is accepted the final 
yn +1 becomes: 

10000 (10000) 
225 (675) 

The factors in all the above equations may seem a bit peculiar, but they come from 
combining a number of Taylor series in a way that the error made here is of order h5. 

B.3. Comparing the integration methods 

For out first comparison we try to keep the error ranges of the different integration 

These integration errors are calculated as the found solution of the differential 
methods in the same order of magnitude. 

equation 

(B9.1) y = sin(t) ; y(t=O) = -i 

minus the known algebraic solution y(t) = -cos(t). The error signals are kept in the 
same order of magnitude by changing the stepsize for the Euler method. For the RKF 
methods a demanded accuracy of 

The function is integrated with a demanded maximum timestep of 1 second. 
Comparing the methods results in the following table: 

is used. 

I Method I Nr. of steps (Nr of function evaluations) 

Table B3.1 
integrating sin(t) 
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So, to reach about the same accuracy the RKF4 method uses the minimum number of 
steps. The RKF2 method uses slightly more steps, and the Eder method uses a lot 
more steps. The hundred steps for the RKF4 method is because it was demanded that 
the minimum stepsize was 1 second. Demanding an accuracy of 10-4 and letting the 
W F  methocis choose their ûwn stepsize ïesdts in 971 steps fer the RKF2 method md 
114 steps for the RKF4 method. 
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: 

Appendix C : Using the optimal filter software 

SYS : meas : 

C.1. Introduction 

: 

At Eindhoven University we have a program for simulating non-hear dyria~nicai 
systems. It is designed for simulating closed-loop systems, and the user can specify 
dynamics for a system, a controller, a filter and measuring equipment. All these blocks 
have to be written in the programming language C. In this appendix the extension to 
this simulation program for using the optimal filter is discussed. 

con -I f i l  

C.2. The simulation program ASP 

I 

ref 

Simulation of dynamical systems is done through time-integration of the (non-linear) 
differential equations of a system. The model is built up out of a number of blocks: 

fig. C2.1 : The simulation model 

We see five main blocks: sys : The model of the system to be simulated 
meas: The model of the measuring equipment 
con : The model of the controller 
fil : The model of the filter 
r2f : rc1l.n -nA 1 n X + h  Illt; i11uue1 UI brre reference Sigrid 

These five blocks are split up in two parts: a part in which the differential equations 
are defined (the cde-block, for example syscde), and the part in which the output 
equations are defined (the out-block, for example sysout). 
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How to use these blocks in ASP is discussed in the documentation of ASP itself, and 
wonyt be discussed here. 

C.3. The optimai Eter  

The optimal filter is an extension to the ASP simulation program. To use it the user 
has to write his own system blocks, just like the "normalff usage of ASP. For this 
purpose ASP has a separate user-file, in which the user can implement his own version 
of the blocks discussed above. The optimal filter uses its own user file, which differs at 
some points from the traditional userfile. 

The systemmodel, used in the filter doesn't have to be exactly the same as the "real" 
system model. Therefore the optimal filter uses separate blocks for the system model 
used in the filter. The user has to fill in these blocks. Now there are two possibilities: 
- 1. The user provides the differential equations of the system like in equation 6.3.2 

and 6.3.3. 
- 2. The user provides routines for calculating the matrix F, and the column f, as 

discussed in equation 6.3.3. 

ad 1) There are very strict rules for using these model blocks. The model blocks 
are in the form : void modcde(dm,xm,yc,ps,t,alg) for the cde-block and void 
modout(ym,xm,yc,dxm,ps,t ,alg) for the output block. The parameters are 
defined the same way as they are in ASP, but with certain restrictions: The 
state column xm must be in the order: 

Degrees of freedom (DOF) 
First time derivates of DOF (eg speeds) I Parameters to be estimated 

Therefore the time derivate column contains: 

i -  
[ Speeds 

Âcceierat ions 
Z&TOeS 

The column ym must contain elements, corresponding to the elements in the 
output column of the measurement block. Furthermore the system-input 
signals (eg. the column yc) must be measured, and these signals must be the 
last elements of the output 
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ad 2) 

column ym (and therefore in the "real" system the input signals must be 
measured as well). 

In the function getfandF(f,F,x,t,wrk,alg) must be a call to the function 
calcfandF(f,F,x,t,wrk,alg), using the same parameters. 

Tie user can provide the cûhììxì f(x,t) a ~ d  the matrix F(x,t) ~f eqcation 
6.3.3 in stead of the differential equations. He can do this by filling in the 
getfandF(f,F,x,t,wrk,alg) function as: Ql]= ....; F[1][1]= .... This method is 
more reliable than trusting the numerical routines on finding f and F out of 
the differential equations. f and F must be in the form as described in equation 
6.3.3. The blocks modcde and modout don't have to be filled in, for they won't 
be used. 

To initialise the optimal filter before using it, there must be a call tho the function 
init - optfil(nrmeas,nrin,nrDOF,nrest) in the function asp-info. The parameters are 
defined as: nrmeas : the number of measured signals, eg. the number of elements 

of the column ym. 
the number of input signals, eg. the number of elements of 
the column yc. 
the number of system degrees of freedom. 
the number of parameters to be estimated. 

nrin: 

nrDOF: 
nrest: 

The function asp-info should return a value of at least one, to allow some output 
iteration. 

To use the optimal filter, put a call to optfilcde in the function filcde, using the same 

The column pf has to contain the following items: 
parameters: optfilcde(dxf,xf,ym,yc,pf,t ,alg). Rere are agaIni some restrictions: 

diagonal elements of V 
diagonal elements of W 

zere dements of a 
number of iterations 

pP = I xeiû eltm€nis Gf u 

I 
1 nrmeas + nrDOF elements 
2 PnrDOF+nrest elements 1 3 win elements 

14 nrDOF elements 
5 i element 

ad The weighting matrix V of equation 6.4.11; contains only diagonal elements 
ad 2 The weighting matrix W of equation 6.4.11; contains only diagonal elements 
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Id= 

ad 3 As stated in chapter 6, the system gets linearised around up, which is calculated 
every timestep. At t=to the system get linearised around this u. 

ad 4 up also contains the accelerations of the system. 
ad 5 This element contains the number of iterations to be made while calculating up 

and xp out of equation 6.4.8. 

- estimated DOF - i nrDOF elements 
2 nrDOF elements 
3 nrest elements 
4 ns*( ns+ 1) /2  elements, where 

estimated time derivates of DOF 
estimated par amet er s 

- upper-diagonal elements of Q 

The column xf contains the following elements: 

ad 1,2>3 These elements contain the state vector of the model, so that the 
functional of equation 6.4.11 is minimized. 
These elements contain the solution of Riccati equation 6.4.14. Because Q 
is symmetric, only the upper diagonal elements are stored. These elements 
are stored row-wise, so in the order 

ad 4 

T 
[Q(1,1) Q(V) Q(1,3).-Q(2,2) Q(2,3)-etc.l- 

At t=to this column contains the corresponding column of the ASP- matrix initx, so we 
can put zero-estimates in it. The zero elements of the Riccati equation should contain 
the inverse of the zero-weigthing matrix & O ,  as stated in equation 6.4.14. 

C.4. Error messages 

There are a few additional errormessages from the optimal filter: 
Error #50 : 

Ermr #52 : 

There is a singular matrix, which cannot be inverted. 

matrix W is zero. 
Memory allocation error. Probably ran out of memory. 

Trying to Sivide by zero, probably one of the e:ements of the weightifig 

Error #98 : 
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C.5. Compiling and running 

Compiling an application is pretty easy. First the user has to fill in the routines in the 
file usrfi1.c. Then he can compile h i s  application for use on the PC (with Borlands 
Turbo Cj, or for use on the transputers (viith 3L 9xdM C). 

When using Borlands Turbo C, just create a project-file in which the following lines 
are included: asp; optfil; The name of the user-file. Make sure that in the user file the 
#include statemants are not commented out. 

When using parallel C create a make-file like the file usrfil.mak. Then use the Borland 
Makeutility to create a bootable transputer-file. Now make sure that the #include 
statements on top of the user file are commented out. 
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